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Die Welt des Islams, XX, 1-2

DOCUMENTS FROM THE OTTOMAN PERIOD
IN THE KHALIDI LIBRARY IN JERUSALEM

BY

DONALD P. LITTLE and A. UNER TURGAY
Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University

In the spring of 1978, when I1 was in Jerusalem wit

engaged in conserving and photographing Mamluk document
discovered in the Islamic Museum of al-Haram al-Sharif,2 I was

fortunate enough to meet Mr. Haydar al-Khalidi, a former official

in the Palestine Ministry of Education and member of one of the
most prominent Arab families of Jerusalem. Being informed of my
interest in medieval Arabic manuscripts, Mr. Khalidi invited me to

visit the Khalidi Library, a family library of which he is chief
custodian, located in the Old City of Jerusalem. I was, of course,
delighted to accept the invitation, as I knew the Khalidi Library
by rumor to be one of the richest private collections of Arabic
manuscripts and books anywhere in the world, and my interest in

viewing it was considerably heightened by the claim which I had
read that it consists of "12,000 books and manuscripts, written in
Arabic, English, French, Persian, and Turkish".3 As it turned out
this claim was exaggerated by a multiple of two: there are "only"
some 6000 items in the library, of which approximately three fourths
are in Islamic languages, primarily Arabic, with the remaining quarter

1 Professor Little is responsible for the introductory text of the article and the
description of the Arabic documents; Professor Turgay is responsible for the description

of the Turkish documents.

2 For a preliminary report on this discovery, see Linda S. Northrup and Amal
A. Abul-Hajj, "A Collection of Medieval Arabic Documents in the Islamic Museum
at the Haram al-Sarif", Arabica, XXV (1978), 282-91. I am preparing a survey of

the entire collection.
25.

3 A. G. Walls, "The Turbat Barakat Khan or Khalidi Library", Levant, VI (197
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in English, French, and German. Nevertheless, even a paltry c

of some 4500 books and manuscripts in Islamic languages
worthy of attention during the time that our group was

permission to photograph the documents in the Haram. Ther
Mr. Khalidi's possession a handlist of the items in the library,
by al-Shaykh Amin al-Ansari, prior to his death in 1954,
employed as librarian by the supervisors of the Khalidi waqf

tained in a da/tar, the list records each work by title and

and assigns to each a reference number. Although Mr. Khalid
permitted me to examine the daftar, I did not have time to

as carefully as it deserved, being preoccupied with compl
involved in photographing the Haram documents, so that

content myself with scanning it for manuscripts which mig

with my chief field of interest the history of Egypt an

under the Bahri Mamluks. In the process I did learn that the
does contain many manuscripts on Islamic subjects-fiqh, theo
mysticism, grammar, and rhetoric, in the main which I wou

to be in the hundreds. Needless to say, the publication of a c

of these manuscripts would be of no little interest to Isla

though, as far as I know, there are no plans for such a projec

than the original list at the library, there is said to be a cop
at the University of Jordan in 'Amman.

The collection is stored in a chamber which, until the establ

of the library in 1900 by Shaykh Raghib al-Khalidi, was u
family mosque by the Khalidis who lived, and continue to
the complex of buildings which they own on Tariq Bab a

Before that time the building was used mainly as a tomb, or

taph, of a Khwarizmian chieftain named Barakat Khan (d. 64

and his two sons, who served under the Mamluk sultan B

Inscriptions and slabs commemorating their burial are still to

in the courtyard outside the library. The walls of the library, incl

the wall containing the mihrdb of the mosque, are covered b
bookcases filled with manuscripts and books. In one corne

old safe made in Marseilles which can be opened only by t
manipulation of two large keys; the safe, I can attest, is well
It has not been opened since the death of the shaykh mo
4 Ibid., pp. 25, 45.
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fifty years ago and it resisted all the strength and cunning which
I could bring to bear upon it, so that its contents remain tantalizin
unknown. Be that as it may, while scrambling up and down a ladd

among the bookcases in search of prize possessions to show to m

companions and me,.Mr. Khalidi produced, almost as an afterthough
a large portfolio covered with dust, which contained, in addition

a large dried-up beetle, what he called "watha'iq 'a'iliyya"--fam

papers. These, to our startled eyes, turned out to be approximatel
fifty documents of various sizes and scripts, some of which unmist

ably bore Ottoman tughra's. Though it was not an appropriat
occasion to examine the documents at leisure, it was obvious even

from a glimpse that they could be of importance, and I did n
hesitate to convey this judgment to Mr. Khalidi, along with t

request for permission to photograph them. Not unexpectedly, th
request was denied.
During the next two weeks Mr. Khalidi received me at his home
which is a few doors away from the library, on two more occasio
which I used to peruse the daftar in search of Mamliik manuscrip
In vain. On both occasions the subject of the family documents w
brought up, and both times I stressed the importance of taking ste
to insure their preservation and, if possible, their use by scholars
These steps I regarded as urgent in view of the fact that the hous
adjacent to the library and overlooking its courtyard had been co

fiscated by the Israeli army. The army charged that a bomb h

been found there, with the assumption that it was going to be us
by Arab terrorists against Jews making their way to the Wailing W
Mr. Khalidi claims that the Israelis themselves planted the bomb s

that they could confiscate the house. Whatever the case may

this development did not bode well, in my opinion, for the Khali
Library. Nevertheless, with unfailing courtesy, Mr. Khalidi resist
my pleas until the last moment when I was bidding him good-by

front of his house and expressed my willingness to return to Jerusalem

if he should ever change his mind about photographing the documen

Much to my surprise he granted permission on the spot to photogr

them on the following day. This was done, in duplicate, by a p

fessional photographer.5 One set of negatives remains in the possess
5 Mr. Martin Lyons, assisted by Miss Linda S. Northrup and myself.
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of Mr. Khalidi, and one is deposited at the McGill Institute of

Studies, where they are available for research by qualified sc
The collection is comprised of forty-six documents, thirteen of

are handwritten in Ottoman Turkish and thirty-three in Ara

document is printed in Arabic. They span a period of some 239

the earliest having been written in 1093/1682, during the re
Mehmet IV, and the latest in 1340/1921, when Jerusalem had
liberated from Ottoman rule. Of the twelve Turkish documen

are dated in the late seventeenth century, seven in the eightee

three in the nineteenth century; one bears no date. Of the thir
Arabic documents, one is dated in the seventeenth century, te

eighteenth, eleven in the nineteenth, and eleven in the early tw

century. Thus, of the total, the largest number (seventeen

from the eighteenth century, followed by fourteen from the nine

eleven from the twentieth, and three from the seventeenth.
the total number of documents is few, they cover a broad pe
time in the history of Jerusalem under Ottoman and British

pation. There is also a wide range of content represented by th

ments, which, accordingly, is reflected in a variety of types o
ments. Of the Turkish documents, nine are royal berats-decr
appointment-of which eight bear the tughrd's of Ottoman su

naming residents of Jerusalem, who are sometimes explicitly id
as members of the Khalidi family, to various offices in Jeru
ranging from custodians of awqaf and chief clerk of the Jer

Sharl'a Court, to khatib of al-Aqsa Mosque, mudarrisin, et

give an initial impression of the prominence of the Khalidi f
in the religious and bureaucratic life of the city during the O
period. Only one of the Arabic documents (#38), issued by th
in Damascus, constitutes an appointment to office, and approp
the Arabic script and style in which it is cast are heavily inf
by Ottoman. Another of the Turkish documents reinforces t
pression already mentioned that the Khalidis were prominent

salem public life. Document #36 is a register of thirteen appoin

and honors awarded to Miisa al-Khalidi from 1872 to 1906.

of these appointments concern offices in the Shari'a Court in Jeru

but several are related to Miisa's ranks and grades assigned el

in the empire, specifically in madrasas in Edirne and Izm

remaining three Turkish documents are of a different nature.
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them, for which there are two counterparts in Arabic docum
is an order instructing that specific individuals be alloted a su
money from the annual purse (surra) sent each year to Jer

from the Ottoman capital. The other two Turkish docume

more substantial and therefore more interesting. One (#37) is a
of 1257/1841 regarding a commercial treaty concluded by the O
sultanate with Great Britain and France; the other (#35), sign

some forty-five notables in Jerusalem and including several K

concerns an uprising which occurred at the Jerusalem Fortress
unspecified date.
In contrast to the documents written in Ottoman Turkish, a

all of which are connected in some way or another, as we hav
with royal affairs, the Arabic documents, with one exception

with private affairs. The one exception is a printed copy

Ottoman call to jihad in Arabic against the Triple Entente in
accompanied by the Jatwas issued by the Shaykh al-Islam supp

the call. It is a fascinating document and I was quite excite
I first realized what it is, because, though I had frequentl
references to such a document, I had never seen it publish
translated. I have still not found publication of the entire tex

I have located a translation of the call itself, without the Jatwds o

signatures, in the book by Ahmad Emin [Yalman] entitled Tu
the World War.6 Probably the entire document should be tra

and published. The thirty-two other documents in Arabic

divided into several categories. Over half, eighteen to be precis
in some way or another with real estate. This category can be
divided. One group of seven documents deals with simple trans
in which property was transferred from one owner to anoth
sale, rent, or redistribution. A second group of documents, t

eleven in number, concerns waqfs, or property which though
been removed from the market through its transformation
trust or endowment, was still subject to manipulations which

6 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1930), pp. 174-77. Apparently una

this translation, Professor Geoffrey Lewis has recently published another on
Ottoman Proclamation of Jihad in 1914", in Arabic and Islamic Garland. Histo
Educational and Literary Papers Presented to Abdul-Latif Tibawi, ed. Adel Aw
(London: Islamic Culture Centre, 1977), pp. 159-65. Lewis also gives a translation
of the fatwds, which is based on versions which appeared in Turkish and French
newspapers.
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recorded in documents. All the documents dealing with

whether waqf or otherwise, are in the form of judicial reco

either by an individual judge in his own capacity or by

Court in Jerusalem. Some of these judicial documents mere
in a legally-recognized manner, the transfer of property
person to another: they identify the parties to the transact
the property boundaries, state the terms of sale, including

as well as any conditions to the transaction agreed up

parties. Needless to say, such documents are of considerabl

to the historian from several points of view-legal, topo
demographic, economic, etc. Other documents, more co

interesting, record disputes over ownership and disposition o
which were argued in the Jerusalem Court and which regi
workings of the Islamic legal system in all its complexity.
plexity is most amply demonstrated by document #46,

record of a dispute over the buildings which the Depar
Education erected on waqf property. This document is t

one in the collection: 410 centimeters, or approximately thi

long. To state the obvious again, I would mention that this
document is also valuable to the historian if he is at all int
in the complexity and the high degree of organization of

which the document reflects.

There are several other judicial documents in the collection. Two
of these (#9 and 14) make allotments from the Ottoman purse sent
annually to Jerusalem from the Sublime Porte. There are two marriage
contracts (#19 and 20). Oddly enough, the names of the bride and
groom do not permit us to identify them as members of the Khalidi
family, though in both cases Khalidis signed the contracts as witnesses.

Another judicial document (#30) is a copy of a court record of a
domestic dispute over money, in which a wife, using a Khalidi as her
wakil, claims that her husband had left her without support (nafaqa).

The last judicial document (#27) concerns a dispute over moveable
property, in this case, appropriately enough, a book-the Fatwad of
'Ali Afandi, which was in the possession of 'Arif Afandi al-Khalidipresumably in the library-and which the defendant claimed had
been made a waqf for the male progeny of one Mansur b. Nasr Allah
Qaraja, from whom he claimed descent. On behalf of book lovers
and library users, it is a pleasure to report that the judge, after
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reviewing testimony as to the plaintiff's genealogy, ruled in his

and ordered 'Arif Afandi to make the book accessible to the pla

In this connection I might note parenthetically that the holdings of

Khalidi Library are still not accessible to everyone, though appa
they once were. In a Handbook of Palestine and Trans-Jordan pu

in 1934, the library is said to be "open to the public", tho
"books and MSS. are lent only by special permission".7 In a
published thirty years later, in 1974, Mr. Ori Stendel, one-time
Adviser to the [Israeli] Prime Minister on Arab Affairs notes:

The Hal'di [sic.] family also seized its place in the power structure at tha
Alha'aldiyah [sic.], the family library, reflects their period of glory. To this
treasures include ancient manuscripts, rare books, and documents from the O
period. (The library is now locked, its keys held by Hider Al'Aldi [sic.], curre
of the family. About a year ago I was among the few who were permitted to

The library has been neglected and shows considerable disorder, but undo

contains much valuable research material).8

A last group of documents can be classified as private, in the
that they were not issued by a judge or a court and pertain to

affairs. One (#16) is a notation of the geneaology of the K

family which traces the descent of Mahmud al-Khalidi, who wa

in 1921, when the document was written, through all his direc

ancestors, back to the famous Arab general Khalid ibn al-W

nicknamed the Sword of God, and conqueror of Jerusalem in 1

from whom the family derives its name and much of its pres
Two documents are of a religious nature. One (#31) is an ijdza
grants to al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Riyad b. Naddar al-Di

al-Hindi, who was shaykh of the Zawiyat al-Hunud in Jeru

full membership and privileges in the Qadiriyya order of Sufis

or why this document should have found its way into the
family papers I cannot explain at this time. The last document
and one of the most complex in the entire collection, is also an

though in this case not a Sufi one, which authorizes Sayyid

al-Khalidi to transmit a hadith qudsi, that is to say a sacred tra
which transmits the words of God himself rather than those of the

Prophet Muhammad. From the form of the document, which contains
7 Sir Harry Luke and Edward Keith Roach (London: Macmillan and Co., 1934),

p. 197.

8 "The Arabs in Jerusalem", in Jerusalem, ed. John M. Oesterreicher and Anne
Sinai (New York: The John Day Co., 1974), p. 152.
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the genealogy of Musa, it is clear that the privilege grant
was based to some extent on his descent from Khalid ibn al-Walid.

It should be mentioned in passing that this is a mystery document,
in that the name of the principal issuer has been obliterated, for

reasons which I am unable to explicate. Again, however, I would
take the document as evidence of the prestige which the Khalid
family enjoyed. Both of these ijazas merit publication if only fo
their value as specimens of such documents.

What is the significance of the Khalidi documents? This question

will remain difficult to answer until they are analyzed by experts in

the history of Jerusalem under the Ottomans. Still, a tentative judgment can be made. It is obvious that documents are of greatest valu

as primary sources when they exist in large numbers in archiva

form, as the records of an institution in the form and order in which

the institution organized and used them. The Khilidi documents are

neither numerous nor organized: they represent a few document
which were preserved apparently by chance by a family which was
obviously interested in preserving the written word in any form what-

soever. Yet this fact alone is not without importance, because, unless

I am mistaken, the Khalidi documents, few though they may be

constitute the only collection of family documents which so far have

come to light in the Islamic world. This is not to say that there are

no collections of Muslim documents in, or from, private hands;
I have found one reference to a collection of papers now held by

the National Library of Bulgaria, which once belonged to one Husrev

Papa of Samokovo, as well as two private collections in Hungary
though I have not been able to determine whether these are family

papers.9 Though there may well be, and probably are, collections
of papers tucked away by other Muslim families elsewhere in the
Islamic world, they have not yet emerged from their repositories.
However, above and beyond their mere curiosity value, the Khalidi

papers are implicitly valuable as a source for tracing the history of
a Muslim family over an extended period of time from documentary,
as opposed to literary, evidence. Again, though it is possible to use
chronicles and biographical dictionaries to reconstruct the activities

9 Jan Reychman and Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, Handbook of Ottoman-Turkish
Diplomatics, tr. Andrew S. Ehrenkreutz (The Hague: Mouton, 1968), pp. 35, 43
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of Muslim families, the data recorded in such sources are limited

several respects. First of all, such reports are obviously colore

the historian who wrote them, if not by a conscious bias, b
failings to which historians, as human beings, are subject. B
these human failings, the traditional literary forms in whi
historians expressed themselves dictated the type of material

they recorded. To be mentioned in a chronicle or a biograp

dictionary a person had to be someone, or to have done somet
noteworthy or unusual, as is the case with Who's Who or othe
graphical dictionaries today. Such is not the case with docu
especially legal documents, because anyone could and did get ma
buy and sell property, get involved in legal disputes for which
ments are required. Furthermore, documents, being written i
impersonal and standardized form, do not lie, or at least do no

as much as chronicles and biographies, and are implicitly
reliable, when controlled by the historian's tools, than literary

With the Khalidi documents, therefore, we have at least the pos

of setting a family's history on an objective basis over a pe

some 240 years. I would have to stress the word possibility, how
since in practice I do not know how much information the docu
will reveal on the Khalidi family. As I have already mentioned,
of the documents are issued in the name of a Khalidi the berats

and one ijdza, for example and some of the legal papers record
litigation in which they were involved. In others, however, the name

of a Khalidi does not appear at all, and in still others Khalidls

appear only as shuhud who witnessed the drafting of the documents
and the court cases to which they refer. Why the Khalidis should
have preserved such documents and whether they may concern members of the family who did not bear the Khalidi nisba are questions
which require further research. In the meantime, it can be said even
from a quick look at the documents in the collection that there is

a great deal of information to be gleaned about the Khalidls and
their activities in late Ottoman Jerusalem.

So far I have been speaking about the Khalidi documents in isolation,
ignoring a fact which everyone knows, namely that thanks to the preservation of the Ottoman archives, there are in existence hundreds

of thousands-millions-of Ottoman documents, even though we

know that bales of Ottoman financial records were sold in the 1930's
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as waste paper to a Bulgarian paper mill.10 The bulk of these ar
is stored in the Turkish capitals, Istanbul and Ankara, but the

considerable numbers stored elsewhere in former Ottoman prov
including Syria. In Jerusalem it is known that there are almo

hundred volumes of records of the Shari'a Court, dating from
year 936/1529 to the present. In addition there are numerous v

containing other types of records in Jerusalem. 1 Therefore, th

documents in the Khalidi collection constitute a drop in the

reservoir of legal records preserved in the Jerusalem court arc

The same is true for the firmans and herats, copies of which
presumably recorded in the registers kept for the correspond
originating in the capital. But a virtue can be made of necessit

we observe that thousands of records relating to the histo

Jerusalem have been virtually untouched by historians so far,
given the magnitude of the task, are unlikely to be studied syst
cally and exhaustively in the near future.'2 At any rate, again
background of the extant Ottoman documents, the Khalidi col

can probably best be viewed as a sampling of the contents
archives which is both accessible and manageable. As is th

with all historical sources, whatever their nature may be, the
have to be analyzed and evaluated in the light of all other s
that are available before their true significance can be determ
A Descriptive List of the Documents

No. 1: Deed paper;'3 width 28.75 cms., length 62.25 cms.
Recto: Water stained at top with worm holes on margins. Six

' Ibid., p. 24.
" Jon Mandaville, "The Ottoman Court Records of Syria and Jordan", J

of the American Oriental Society, LXXXVI (1966), 318.
12 See, however, Uriel Heyd, Ottoman Documents on Palestine, 1552-1615 (O

Oxford University Press, 1960) and Bernard Lewis and Amnon Cohen, Pop

and Revenue in the Towns of Palestine in the Sixteenth Century (Princeton: Pr

University Press, 1978), as examples of publications using Ottoman docume
the history of Palestine. See also Jon Mandaville, "The Jerusalem Shari'a C

Records: A Supplement and Complement to the Central Ottoman Archives", in

on Palestine during the Ottoman Period, ed. Moshe Ma'oz (Jerusalem: The
Press, 1975), pp. 517-24.

13 By "deed paper" is meant official stationery bearing a printed or em

seal at the top, along with a printed statement regarding the use to which the sta

could be put.
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lines of text in Arabic naskh, with a damgha cancelled by a
seal and an 'unwdn at upper left of text.
A copy of a Jerusalem Court record, issued by Sulayman

ibn Hasan al-Mutawalli Khilafa, dated 10 Shawwal 1329 (4

1911). 'Aziza bint 'Umar b. Zahir of the village of Mazari' B
declares al-Hajj 'Arif Afandi b. Sulayman Afandi al-Khalidi
salem to be her legal wakil in her case against her husband
the payment of her deferred bride price of 500 ghurush s
to his divorcing her.
Verso: Notations of registration in Arabic naskh, with th
ghas; 1 oval and 2 circular seals.

No. 2: Paper; width 25.25 cms., length 66.5 cms.
Recto: Ten lines of text in Ottoman divdni script,14 head
outline of a bayt (for a tugra), with notations at bottom rig
and left margin.

An official copy of a berat issued in Kostantiniye (the sig
of the issuer is not legible), dated evail Muharrem 1127 (7-1

1715). The appointment of Mevlana $eyh Habibullah el-

$eyh Sun'ullah Deyri as Miitevellis of the vakif of Maymun
resesi in Jerusalem, with a salary of five akces per day (co

Verso: Two notations in Ottoman, one of which is a

formula, the other, a notation of content; one notation of c
Arabic naskh.

No. 3: Paper; width 14.25 cms., length 42.25 cms.
Recto: Forty-one lines of text in Arabic naskh, with an 'unwan and
seal of issuer at upper left; fourteen-line notation written upside down

in lower right margin; copies of three (undeciphered) signatures at
the end of the text.

A deed of purchase (hujjat mushtaran) issued by al-Sayyid Ahmad

Rashid al-Qadi bi-Misr al-Mahriisa, dated 10 Rabi' I 1223 (7 April
1808). Salih ibn Ibrahim al-Majdali and his wife, Shama bint al-Hajj
Yusufal-Shami, purchase from Tayyiba bint al-Hajj Badawi al-Nahhas,

14 Thanks are due to Miss Karon Salch for her help in translating the documents
in Ottoman script and in identifying tugras.
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one half (12 qirats) of a place (maktn) in the Mashhad Husay
in Cairo, for forty-six Egyptian riydls.
Verso: Two notations of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 4: Paper; width 22.25 cms., length 23 to 26.5 cms.
Recto: Irregular strip torn from top and small pieces missing fro
left margin. Some worm holes at top. Twenty lines of text in Ara
naskh, headed by an 'unwdn with issuer's seal at upper left; cop
of six signatures'1 at end; one notation in lower right margin.

A deed of purchase (hujjat mushtaran) issued by Isma'il al-Qa
bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated 20 Safar 1186 (23 May 1772). Al-Hajj
Muhammad b. al-Hajj Yusuf ibn 'Atiq al-Dimashqi purchases fro

Sa'ima ibnat al-Hajj Muhammad Qarqir all of a dwelling (ddr) in th
Mahallat al-Niyaba Quarter of Jerusalem, for 130 zalatas.
Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 5: Paper; width 30 cms., length 42.75 cms.
Recto: Nineteen lines of text, headed by an 'unwdn with issuer's
octagonal seal at upper left; copies of six signatures at bottom.16

A copy of a Jerusalem Court record in Arabic naskh, issued b
Ibrahim al-Mawla Khilafa bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated 20 Sha'ban 1114

(9 January 1703). In an action brought by Ibrahim Agha b. Ahmad

al-Jawzbaji and Bahman Khatiin, legal heirs of their late broth

Ishaq Bak, former za'lm of Jerusalem, it is established by a sworn

declaration from two witnesses that the deceased had legally so
before his death all his vineyards in al-Biq'a to his nephew 'Ab
Allah b. 'Abd al-Karim al-Jawzbaji, for 1000 'Abdiyya ghurush.
Verso: Two notations of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 6: Paper; width 24.75 cms., length 51.25 cms.
Recto: The top section is separated from the body of the document

along the second horizontal fold; the left-hand corner is missing.
There are holes at folds on the left margin and worm holes at the
top and in the text. Sixty-one lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed
15 Including al-Hajj Ibrdhim al-Khalidi, Mahmud al-Khalidi, Husayn al-Khalidi,

and Ahmad al-Khalidi.

16 Including Muhammad al-Khalidi, Mahmud al-Khalidi, and perhaps th
Khalidis whose names are undeciphered.
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by four 'unwans with three octagonal seals and one oval se
top; copies of ten (undeciphered) signatures at the end of

A lease issued by 'Ali al-Mawla Khilafa [one word obli
al-Mahrusa, al-Sayyid Muhammad [one word undecipher

mardashi al-Maliki, al-Sayyid 'Umar al-Qadi bil-Quds al-Sha

[one signature missing], dated 12 Rabi' I 1149 (21 July

the rental by Ibrahim Afandi Qadi al-Bahar al-Misriyya, t
agency of 'Abd al-Sayyid Muhammad al-Khalidi al-Maliki,
Khan al-Qattanin, including its caravansaray and shops and

of Jib al-Fakhkhar, from al-Hajj Khalil b. Ahmad Darw

Asyad, Nazir of the waq/'of his grandfather, al-Sultan al-A

l-Nasr Inal and his wife Khawand Zaynab.
Verso: Two notations of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 7: Paper; width 28.75 cms., length 26.75 cms.
Recto: Strip missing at top; slight tearing at top right an
along right margin. Twenty lines of text in Arabic naskh,

'unwdn and octagonal seal at upper left and copies of eight sign

at end. One notation in lower right margin.

Deed of purchase (hujjat mushtaran) issued by Khalil
al-Mawla Khilafa bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated late Dhu 1(January 1745). Al-Hajj Salih and his brother al-Hajj M
al-Saghir, sons of al-Hajj Nuri al-Sa'di, purchase from
Hamawi, acting as wakil for his mother Fati ibnat Kam

Bak al-'Ali, and others, 7/12 of cultivated land in al-Sarar
zalatas.

Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 8: Paper; width 24 cms., length 52 cms.
Recto: Strip missing along top; there are holes along upper folds
and one hole in the text. Forty-six lines of text in Arabic nasta llq,
headed by an 'unwdn and circular seal at left; one signature at bottom
left.18

A copy of a Jerusalem Court record, issued by Muhammad al-Hilmi
al-Atwa, al-Qadi bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated early Muharram 1277 (July
17 Including Sayyid Muhammad al-Khalidi, Muhammad al-Khalidi, Mahmid al-

Khalidi, and Musa al-Khalidi.

18 Misa 'Imran al-Khalidi.
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1860). The court certifies the istihkar lease19 taken by Muham
Nu'man Afandi ibn al-Shaykh Raghib Afandi al-Khalidi for a d
dated house in the Bab al-Silsala Quarter of Jerusalem, for fif
ghurush annually, plus 6,000 Asadi ghurush from Mahmud Af

and al-Hajj 'Abd al-Rahim Afandi al-Qutb and their associat

Mutawallis and Nazirs of the waqf of their deceased grandfathe
Verso: Notation of content.

No. 9: Paper; width 21.5 cms., length 22.75 cms.
Recto: Strip missing along top; long worm hole in top left margin
Fifteen lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwdn (mostly
obliterated) with oval seal; copies of seven signatures at end.20 One
notation in right margin.

An allotment (qardr) issued by [obliterated] 'Ali [obl.] Hafiz 'al
Umur [obl.], dated 15 Rajab 1195 (7 July 1781). Ten zalatas a yea

are alloted to al-Sayyida Fatuma Khatun ibnat al-Sayyid 'Abd Allah,
former Dizdar Qal'at al-Quds, from the purse (al-surra al-rumiyya)
sent annually from the imperial treasury to Jerusalem.
Verso: Two notations of content.

No. 10: Paper; width 10.5 cms., length 15.5 cms.
Recto: Two worm holes in text. Two separate texts, six and fi
lines respectively, in Ottoman siydkat.

Allotments from the annual purse. In text A dated 23 Cemaziyelevvel 1129 (4 May 1717), $eyh Muhammed Celili is allotted a portio
of the purse in place of the deceased Ebiu'l Fath ibn $eyh Fathullah

veled-i Mevlana Taha Dirin. Signature undeciphered. In text B, ;eyh
Muhammed Celili is allotted a portion of the purse in place of t

deceased Ebi'l Fath mentioned in text A; no date or signature.

Between the two texts occurs the notation: Yalnlz senede bir bueuk
sikkedir (only one and one half sikke annually).
Verso: A rectangular seal with two short notations.

19 This type of transaction is called ijaratayn, literally "two rents", by Hen
Cattan, "The Law of Waqf", in Law in the Middle East, Vol. 1, ed. Majid Khaddu
and Herbert J. Liebesny (Washington, D.C.: Middle East Institute, 1955), 209, an

is a jurist-sanctioned device for avoiding the inalienability of waqf property.

20 Including al-Hajj Ibrahim al-Khalidi, 'Ali ... Safi Allah al-Khalidi, Husay

al-Khalidi, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Khalidi, and al-Sayyid 'Ali al-Khalidi.
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No. 11: Paper; width 21 cms., length 23 cms.

Recto: Strip missing along top fold; holes along center f

worm holes in margin. Thirteen lines of text in Arabic naskh, h
by an 'unwan (mostly missing) with seal; (copies of?) eight signa
at end; one notation in lower right margin.

Copy of a Jerusalem Court record issued by [obl.] Yusuf
Mawla [obl.], dated 22 Rabi' II 1093 (30 April 1682). The iss
authorizes the withdrawal of 'Ali b. Muhammad b. Shams al-Din

of Awlad Sa'id as Nazir of his grandfather's waqf, known as W
Awlad Rabi', with a salary of six 'Uthmaniyya [qurush] per day a

the appointment of his father's maternal aunt, Saliha bint Muhamm
Sa'ud, as the Nazira.
Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 12: Deed paper, width 28.25 cms., length 61 cms.
Recto: Worm holes in top and right margins. There are a circular
seal and a damgha in the top margin. Twenty-four lines of text in
Arabic naskh; one notation, with oval seal, in lower right margin.

A notarized copy, dated Rajab 1332 (May 1914), taken from a
Jerusalem Court register (sijill), of the record, dated 17 Ramadan
1292 (17 October 1875), of a purchase of land. Mustafa b. Muslih
b. Jabir Dayyan from Lifta, acting on his own behalf and as agent
for his sister 'Asila bint Muslih, purchases from Istiryadi Afandi
b. al-Khawaja Istariyuin Mutawalli al-Rumi 1/4 of a plot of land
outside Jerusalem for twenty-five French gold lira.
Verso: Blank.

No. 13: Paper;21 width 37.25 cms., length 40.5 cms.
Recto: Twenty-nine lines of text in Arabic naskh; one signature
at end; two notations in right margin.
A notarized copy, taken from a Jerusalem Court register (sijill),

of a case, dated 23 Rabl' I 1253 (27 June 1837). The court rules
against al-Sayyid al-Hajj 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah al-Hamawi, Muta-

walli of the waqf of his grandfather Khalil Basha, who claimed
that the price paid in exchange (istibddl) for a delapidated house
21 Unfortunately the top of this document was not photographed so that I am

unable to say whether it is deed paper.
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in the waqf (6000 ghurfish asadi) did not represent double the
of the property and that therefore the istibdil was invalid. R

on the opinion of a court-appointed commission which in
al-Sayyid Mahmud Afandi al-Khalidi, the court declared in
of the defendant, al-Sayyid Khalil Bak al-Salih al-Tarjuman.
Verso: Blank.

No. 14: Paper; width 21.5 cms., length 45.75 cms.

Recto: Stained at top and right margins; holes along top fol
Thirteen lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwdn w
octogonal seal; copies of seven signatures22 at end; one notat
in lower right margin.

An allotment (taqrir) issued by al-Sayyid Sulayman [obl.] al-Q
bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated late Safar 1188 (April 1774). The co

authorizes the allotment of one and one-half gold sultanis from t
annual purse to al-Sayyid Mius Afandi, the Imam of al-Aqsa mosq
Verso: Two notations of content.

No. 15: Paper; width 39.5 cms., length 56.75 cms.
Recto: Fifteen lines of text headed by an 'unwdn with octagonal
seal; copies of eight signatures at end,23 one notation in lower rig
margin.

A notarized record of a court case (hujjat da'wd) issued by 'Abd
al-Wahhab al-Shihabi, al-Na'ib bil-Quds al-Sharif; the document is
dated 15 Rajab 1150 (22 November 1737), the copy is dated 15 Muharram 1151 (5 May 1738). Al-Shaykh Da'ud b. Sulayman al-Qurba,
Nazir of the waqf of his grand-father 'Abd al-Qadir, known as the
waqf of Awlad al-Dimashqi, charges Ibrahim Hilmi al-Namiri, wakil
of his sister al-Sitt 'Afifa, with taking illegal possession of a house
in the Sahyun quarter of Jerusalem, included in the aforementioned
waqf. The court finds in favor of the plaintiff and orders the restoration
of the property to the waqf.
Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh.

22 Including al-Hajj Ibrahim al-Khalidi, Mahmud al-Khalidi, al-Sayyid 'All alKhalidi, and Husayn al-Khalidi.
23 Including Khalil al-Khalidi, Musa al-Khalidi, Muhammad al-Khalidi, Muham-

mad Musa al-Khalidi.
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No. 16: Paper; width 20.5 cms., length 30 cms.
Recto: Worm holes on left side. Fourteen lines of Arabic naskh.
A list of the thirty-seven direct ancestors of Mahmud Sabri Afandi
al-Khalidi.

Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh, dated 1340 (1921-22).

No. 17: Deed paper; width 37.25 cms., length 57 cms.
Recto: Some water stains and smears. Twenty-eight lines of text in
Arabic naskh, headed by a notation with circular seal; signature and
seal at end.

Record of proceedings in litigation, issued by Ahmad Khurshid
Mutasarrif Quds Sharif, dated 25 Safar 1270 (23 November 1853).
'Abd Allah b. Ahmad Abu l-Fas al-Qalandawi and Muhammad Salih

Abii Nudar al-Khalili (acting as wakil for Mustafa Ahmad al-Misri
and several others from the village of Qalandiyya) seek the payment

of a portion of a pledge, which had been made in exchange for
various lands in the vicinity of Qalandiyya, from Muhammad Ahmidan of the village of al-Ram, acting as wakil for 'Abd Allah Habbas
and others. This plea is denied on the basis of insufficient evidence.
Verso: Blank.

No. 18: Paper; width 32.25 cms., length 99.5 cms.
Recto: Seventy-three lines of text in Arabic naskh, with signature

at bottom, framed in a line drawing; two notations in the lower
right margin.

An ijaza issued by 'Abd al-Jalil Julnur al-Afghani al-Qadiri alHanafi al-Naqshbandi, dated 10 Jumada I 1330 (27 April 1912).
Al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahman b. Riyad b. Nudar al-Dihlawi al-Hindi,
Shaykh Zawiyat al-Hunud in Jerusalem, is granted full membership
and privileges in the Qadiriyya Order. The document is certified by

al-Sayyid Mustafa Hasan Salim al-Dajani and al-Hajj 'Abd al-Hamid
Afghani.
Verso: Notation of content.

No. 19: Green linen; width 18 cms., length 34 cms.
Recto: Seven lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwan
with oval seal, with eight signatures24 at end.
24 Including Muhammad 'All al-Khalidi and 'Ali al-Khalidi.
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A marriage contract ('aqd nikdh), issued by Imam Zadah al-Sayy

Muhammad As'ad al-Qadi bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated 1 Rabi' 12

(9 January 1818). Al-Sayyid al-Shaykh Ibrahim Afandi marries Am

bint Hasan Za'tara, on whom he bestows a sadgq of 600 A
ghurfish, half paid at the date of the contact and half deferred.
Verso: Blank.

No. 20: Green linen; width, 29.5 cms., length 37 cms.
Recto: Eight lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwan
with seal; seven signatures25 at end.

A marriage contract ('aqd nikah), issued by al-Sayyid Muhammad
'Arif al-Qadi bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated 1 Rajab 1259 (28 July 1843).
Al-Sayyid Muhammad b. al-Hajj Mustafa Tuqish marries Tarafanda
bint al-Sayyid Qasim 'Uwayda, with a deferred sadiq of 500 ghurufsh.
Verso: Blank.

No. 21: Paper; width 30.75 cms., length 58.25 cms.
Recto: Thirteen lines of text in Ottoman divdni, headed by a tugra.

A berat, issued under the tugra of Mustafa II, dated 16 Zilkade
1110 (16 May 1699). $eyh Muhammed ibn-Muhammed el-Celili is
appointed as the Miitevelli and administrator to the vaklf of the
Belediye Medresesi in Jerusalem, upon the resignation of $eyh 'Abdullah b. Seyh 'Abdiil-kadir. The appointment is effective on 9 Zilkade
1110 (9 May 1699) and was made at the request of the kadi of Jerusalem, Mevlana Muhammed Emin, and with the approval of $eyhulislam Mevlana Feyzullah Efendi.

Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh; four kuyruklu
imzas (tail-like signatures); one religious formula.

No. 22: Paper; width 31.75 cms., length 37.5 cms.
Recto: Strip along top fold missing; water stains. Thirty-six lines
of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwdn with seal, eight signatures26 at end; one notation in right margin.

25 Including Muhammad Zahir al-Khalidi, al-Sayyid Khalil al-Khalidi, al-Sayyid
Mustafa al-Khalidi, al-Sayyid ibrahim al-Khalidi, and al-Hajj ... al-Khalidi.
26 Including Khalil al-Khalidi, Mustafa al-Khalidi, Muhammad al-Khalidi, and

Musa al-Khalidi.
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Copy of a court record issued by al-Sayyid Ahmad Najib a
bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated 17 Dhu l-Qa'da 1144 (12 May 1732).
Muhammad Bak b. al-Hajj 'Abd al-Rahman al-Tawil testifie

he made a waqf of 23/24 of three houses that he owned in Jeru
as recorded in six cited documents, for the benefit of himself

his progeny, for the Dome of the Rock, and for the poor
properties are defined and the conditions of the waq' stated.
Verso: Blank.

No. 23: Paper; width 32.25 cms., length 43.75 cms.

Recto: Twenty-two lines of text in Arabic naskh headed by

unwdn with seal, with copies of seven signatures27 at end; one no
tion in lower right margin.

A court record issued by Mustafa Qadri Zada, dated 12 Rabi
1150 (9 August 1737). The Nazirs and Mutawallis of the vaqJ
al-Khanqah al-Salahiyya in Jerusalem-Jud Allah Afandi, 'Abd

Baqi Afandi, Najm al-Din Afandi, and others-charge that al-Sayyid

Hasan b. al-Sayyid Ahmad b. 'Awda al-Da'udi, in his own capac
as a wakil for his mother, had taken illegal control of two sh

included in the waqf after the death of the mutasarrif, the defenda

father. The judge rules that the defendants must pay twenty yea
rent at an amount fixed by the court.
Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 24: Paper; width 22 cms., length 61.5 cms.
Recto: Eight lines of text in Ottoman divdnl, headed by a tugra;
one signature at end.
A berat issued in Edirne under the tugra of Ahmet II, dated evdil

Zilhicce 1104 (3-12 August 1693). The petition of Sun'ullah Efendi
el-Halidi to be reappointed as Bagkatip of the Court of Jerusalem
is accepted.

Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh; "Kuds" appears
in the upper left corner; a signature and seal in the upper right
corner; there are also two lines in siydkat which give the registration
date of the berat at the Court of Jerusalem.

27 Including Khalil al-Khalidi, Sayyid Muhammad al-Khalidi, Muhammad al-

Khalidi, Salih al-Khalidi, and Muisa al-Khalidi.
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No. 25: Paper; width 48.5 cms., length 48 cms.

Recto: Some holes along the folds at the top; stains r
length of the page. Seven lines of text in Ottoman di
by tugra; one signature at end.

A berat issued in Kostantiniye under the tugra of
dated 14 Muharrem 1140 (1 September 1727). $eyh Hal

Sun'ullah is appointed as BaSkatip, without salary, of the
Jerusalem, effective 13 Muharrem 1140 (31 August 1727)
his deceased father ;eyh Sun'ullah b. $eyh Halil el-Halidi.
for the appointment was made by the kadi of Jerusalem

Muhammed Emin, and was approved by $eyhulislam [Y

Mevlana 'Abdullah Efendi.

Verso: Two notations of content, both in Arabic naskh; two kuyruklu
imzas.

No. 26: Paper; width 24.25 cms., length 62.75 cms.

Recto: Ten lines of text in Ottoman divdni, headed by a tugra;
one signature at end.

A berat issued under the tugra of Ahmet III, dated 23 Cemaziyel-

ewel 1129 (5 May 1716). Upon the petition of el-Hacc BeSir Aga,
the Daru's-sa'adet Agasi and the administrator of the vaklfs of
Haremeyn, $eyh Muhammed Celili is assigned responsibility for disbursing part of the annual purse sent to Jerusalem from the imperial
treasury, succeeding the deceased $eyh Ebiu'l-Fath b. $eyh Fathullah
veled-i Mevlana Taha Dirin.
Verso: Blank.

No. 27: Legal paper; width 40.5 cms., length 56.75 cms.
Recto: Thirty-four lines of text in Arabic naskh.

A Jerusalem Court record dated 29 Safar 1325 (13 April 1907).
Mustafa b. 'All b. Mustafa b. Ibrahim from Dayr Ibzi' claims that
al-Sayyid 'Arif Afandi b. al-Sayyid Sulayman Afandi al-Khalidi of

Jerusalem should give access to Kitdb Fatdwd 'Ali Afandi, which had
been placed in waqf for the male progeny of al-Sayyid Manstir b.
Nasr Allah ... b. al-Sayyid Rajih Qaraja. Two witnesses attest to the
plaintiff's geneaology, and the judge rules in his favor.
Verso: Blank.

No. 28: Paper; width 24.5 cms., length 58.5 cms.
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Recto: Eleven lines of text in Ottoman divani, headed by a tu
one signature at end.
A berat issued in Kostantiniye under the tugra of Mahmut I,

22 Receb 1054 [sic!] (24 November 1644). The sons of Feyz

along with one Cfidullah, are given the joint appointment of H

at Mescid-i Aksa, for a combined daily salary of seven Osm

replacing their father, who relinquished the position. The app
ment was made at the request of el-Hacc Besir Aga, the adminis

of the vakif of Harameyn-i $erifeyn, and was considered on 19
1154 (30 November 1741).

Verso: One notation of registration in Ottoman; two kuy
imzas; one religious formula.
No. 29: Paper; width 44 cms., length 61.5 cms.

Recto: Nine lines of text in Ottoman divani, headed by a
two signatures at the end; one notation in lower left corner.

A berat issued in Kostantiniye under the tugra of Mahm

dated 14 Zilkade 1227 (19 November 1812). Three sons of es-Sey
'Ali el-Halidi, Muhammed 'All, Ibrahim, and 'Abdiilkdir, are as
ed three paras daily from the vakif of Yfisuf b. Eyyib, in pla

es-Seyyid Muhammed b. Hasan, the muhaddis, who had ten
his resignation. Approval was granted at the request of Me

Ahmed Beg, the kadi of Jerusalem, with the support of $eyhu
Diurrizade Mevlana es-Seyyid 'Abdullah Efendi.
Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 30: Paper; width 20.5 cms., length 57 cms.

Recto: Twenty-two lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by an
'unwan with oval seal over a damgha.

A copy of a Jerusalem Court record issued by Muhammad Nuri
al-Mawla Khilafa bi-Liwa' Quds al-Sharif, dated 27 Dhu 1-Hijja 1330
(7 December 1912). Al-Hajj 'Arif Afandi b. Sulayman Afandi al-Khalidi of Jerusalem, acting as wakil for Zulfa bint Muhammad b. Yusuf
Ghanim, charges that her husband, 'Abd al-Samad b. Muisa al-Bashiti,
had left her without support (nafaqa). The judge orders the defendant
to pay her four ghurush and six sdgh per day.
Verso: Notation of registration with oval seal; 2 damghas cancelled
with script and seals.
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No. 31: Paper; width 21.5 cms, length 27.75 cms.

Recto: Slight tearing along upper folds. Eleven lines of text in
Arabic naskh, headed by an 'unwdn with oval seal; copies of seven
signatures28 at end.

A taqrir issued by Isma'il
al-Sharif, dated mid-Rabl' I
'Arif Afandi the following
Mutawalli, and Nazir at the

Mas'ud Zada al-Mawla Khilafa bil-Quds
1124 (April 1712), assigning al-Shaykh
offices: half the office of Qa'imqam,
Madrasa al-Farisiyya in Jerusalem at

salary of five 'Uthmaniyyas per day; reciter of al-juz'ayn al-sharifayn

in Nabulus and at al-Madrasa al-Farisiyya to replace the deceased
Shaykh Abu 1-Fath al-Dayri.
Verso: Two notations of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 32: Paper; width 39.75 cms., length 65 cms.

Recto: Ten lines of text in Ottoman divdnl, headed by a tug

with one signature at end.
A berat issued in Kostantiniye under the tugra of Ahmet III, date
14 Muharrem 1140 (1 September 1727). Seyh Halil b. $eyh Sun'ullah

is appointed to the position held by his father, $eyh Sun'ullah b. $e

Halil, before his death, as a miiderris at the Tankiziyya as well

an inspector of its vakif. This appointment, effective 13 Muharrem
1140 (31 August 1727), was made in response to the petition of the

Kadi of Jerusalem, Mevlana Muhammed Emin, with the approv
of $eyhulislam [Yenisehirli] Mevlana 'Abdullah Efendi.
Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh:

No. 33: Deed paper; width 48 cms., length 151 cms.
Recto: Seventy-eight lines of text in Arabic naskh, with one notation
in lower right margin.

A copy, dated 4 Dhu 1-Hijja 1331 (4 November 1913), of a Jerusalem
Court record dated 6 Dhu l-Qa'da 1307 (24 July 1890). A large group
of persons, including al-Sayyid Sa'id, al-Sayyid 'Abd al-Qadir, al-Sayyid

Yusuf b. Sa'id Kamali, al-Sayyid Ishaq Afandi, and others, holding
joint ownership of three parcels of contiguous land outside Jerusalem
(some of which borders on land owned by al-Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman
28 None of these are Khalidis; six bear the nisba "al-Dayri". Thanks are due to

Miss Karon Salch for translating this document.
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Nafidh Afandi b. al-Hajj Muhammad 'All Afandi al-Khalidi) whi

constitute one piece of land (ard wdahida) ask the court to authori
the division (qisma) and distribution of this land to the individ

owners. A group appointed by the court, including al-Sayyid M

hammad Tahir Afandi al-Khalidi, inspects the land and finds that
qualifies for division. Thereupon the court divides and distribu
the property in the manner described in the document.
Verso: Blank.

No. 34: Paper; width 41 cms., length 54 cms.
Recto: Strip along top fold missing.
Fifty-four lines of text, headed by an 'unwdn with oval seal, with
copies of nine signatures29 at end.

A Jerusalem court record issued by Abui 1-Fadl Muhammad alQadi bil-Quds al-Sharif, dated Rabi' I 1181 (August 1767). Al-Sayyid

Muhammad b. al-Hajj Khalil Dughri and his nephew Mustafa b. al.Hajj Talib 'Ali bring charges against 'Ali Basha b. al-Hajj Khidr
al-Faqa'i, Nz.ir and Mutawalli of the waqf of his grand-father, Qasim
al-Zardkash, claiming that a house belonging to them by inheritance
had been illegally incorporated by the defendants into the waqf. The
court rules in favor of the plaintiff.
Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 35: Paper; width 53.75 cms., length 80.5 cms.
Recto: Thirty-five lines of text in Ottoman divdni kirmasi, headed
by an 'unwdn with seal at upper left of text and a large, badly smeared
circular seal at upper right; the text is framed on the remaining three
sides by forty-five signatures and seals.30

An undated31 petition issued by the Kadl of Jerusalem, Mufti-zade

Muhammed, on behalf and in the presence of the signatories. The

29 Including Ibrahim al-Khalidi, Muhammad al-Khalidi, Ahmad al-Khalidi, Husayn
al-Khalidi, and Sayyid 'Ali al-Khalidi.
30 Including Ibrahim Sun'ullah Buhari el-Halidi, es-Seyyid Halil Sun'ullah el-Halidi

(all three of whom sign as students-talebe-at al-Aqsa.

31 The document is signed by Muhammad Pasa, Vali-i Kuds-i Serif. Since it is known

that a Muhammed PaSa was Vali of Jerusalem from 1216 (1801) to 1222 (1807), the

document might date from this period. See 'Arif al-'Arif, al-Mufayssalfil Ta'rikh al-Quds

(Jerusalem: Matba'at al-Ma'arif, 1961), pp. 317-328 for a list of the governors of

Jerusalem.
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petitioners request that (a) el-Hacc Yusuf Aga of Sild

who had been sent to quell a disturbance at the fortress

and had subsequently become the miitesellim there,

(b) that the request sent to Istanbul by the supporters of
of Damascus suggesting that the fortress be placed unde
of his commander and soldiers be denied; (c) that the accusation

sent to Istanbul by the miitesellims under the Governor of Damascus

accusing el-Hacc Yfisuf Aga of wrongdoing and supporting the
governor be disregarded; (d) that the petitioners attest to the justice

of al-Hacc Yusuf Aga's rule and his loyalty to the Porte; (e) that
it be understood that if control is given to the miitesellims of the
Governor of Damascus, the local people will contemplate emigrating;
(f) that the local people [of Jerusalem] and the petitioners respectfully
await a favorable response.
Verso: One notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 36: Paper; width 34.75 cms., length 126.25 cms.
Recto: Thirteen separate entries with a total of fifty lines of text
plus headings and signatures, twelve in Ottoman, one in Arabic, rik

A list of the appointments and promotions of Muisa $efik Efend
the son of Halidizade es-Seyyid Muhammed Tahir Efendi:

(1) Appointed Katib of the Court of Jerusalem; dated 21 Rece

1289 (24 November 1872).
(2) Appointed assistant to the Baskatib at the Court of Jerusalem
effective 15 Muharrem 1297 (29 December 1879).
(3) Assigned the grade of ibtid '-i hdric at the Lutfi Papa Medrese
in Edirne; dated 19 Zilkade 1292 (17 December 1875).
(4) Promoted to the grade of muzsila-i sahn at the Lutfl Papa Med

resesi and $ihabi-zade Huseyn Efendi Medresesi in Edirne
dated 3 Ramazan 1294 (11 November 1877).
(5) Promoted from the grade of musila-i sahn at the $ihabi-za
Medresesi and the Ulay 'Asim Beg Medresesi in Edirne to th

grade of ibtidd altmisli; dated 15 Receb 1299 (2 June 1882).
(6) Presently holding the grade of ibtidd altmisli at the Ulay 'Asi

Beg Medresesi in Edirne and the position of Baskatib at th

Court of Jerusalem, promoted to the grade of musila-i Siileymdniye; dated 5 Receb 1305 (18 March 1888).
(7) Promoted to the grade of pdye-i miicerred of Izmir; dated 14 S
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ban 1323 (24 December 1905) and 10 Tegrin-i evvel 1

October 1903).
(8) Recommended for promotion to the grade of devriye m
by Na'ib-i Kuds-i Serif Zeynii'l-'abidin on the basis of e
years' experience at the grade of musila-i Sileymdniy
1 Te$rin-i evvel 1321 (1 October 1903).
(9) Accepts promotion to pdye-i miicerred of Izmir; dated 2
evvel 1321 (1903).
(10) Promoted to grade of pdye-i miicerred of Izmir; dated
1324 (18 April 1906).
(11) Appointed Ba$katib of the Court of Jerusalem; dated 1
1299 (1 July 1882). Arabic.
(12) Advised in a letter from Mehmed Feyzullah 'Abdii'lAmidi to perform the duties of BaSkatib in conformit
divine principles; dated 1 Muharrem 1304 (30 Septembe
(13) Advised in a letter from Alfisi-zade es-Seyyid Mustafa Ze
in Jerusalem to perform the duties of Ba$katib with g
and sincerity; dated 27 Rebiyiilahir 1322 (10 June 1904
Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 37: Deed paper; width 27.25 cms., length 40.5 cms.
Recto: Thirty-four lines of text in Ottoman rika script.
A copy of a ferman, dated evdhir Cemaziyelahlr 1257 (9-17 August
1841). Local officials are informed of the new commercial convention
signed between the Ottoman State and Great Britain and France,
with confirmation of the following points: (a) Ottoman monopolies
on all produce are abolished; (b) Ottoman restrictions on the movements of foreign merchants and merchandise are no longer in effect;

(c) the new rates of duty established by the convention are to be
followed; (d) the privileges accorded to British and French merchants
are to be extended to Austrian merchants; (e) the Austrian merchant,
Samuel Finkelstein, travelling to Jerusalem and Jaffa under a special
berat, is to be extended all the privileges of the convention.
Verso: Blank.

No. 38: Paper; width 38 cms., length 53.75 cms.
Recto: Ten lines of text in Arabic naskh, headed by a large o
seal, with date at end.

A decree, dated 25 Rajab 1228 (24 July 1813), issued by t
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Divan of Damascus reinstating Sayyid 'Ali al-Khalidi as Ba
of the Jerusalem Court and appointing him as temporary
the same court.

Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No.39: Paper; width 9.5 cms., length 27.75 cms.
Recto: There appears to be a strip torn from the bottom of a large
document; it is folded in the middle.
Five lines of texts with three lines of notation in upper right corner;

a large oval seal at bottom left which reads: "Majlis Kabir Liwa' Quds
Sharif".

Verso: The right-hand half contains one line of text in Arabic
naskh with two notations at the top; at the bottom there are thirteen

oval and circular seals, twelve of which are in Arabic/Turkish, one
in Hebrew, placed under seventeen titles of officials. The left half
contains two lines of text with an oval seal. This fragment deals with
a petition to the Council of Jerusalem by an individual who wants

to sell 1/8 of land (waqf?) to his partner; the Council denies its
permission for this transaction. The fragment bears several dates and

seems to have been written in Aylul 278 or 279 (September 1861 or
1862).
No. 40: Deed paper; width 41 cms., length 57 cms.
Recto: Thirty-four lines of text in Arabic naskh; one notation at
lower right.

A copy of a Jerusalem Court record, dated 1 Dhi l-Qa'ada
1309 (28 May 1892). Al-Sayyid Ibrahim Afandi b. al-Sayyid 'Abd
Allah Afandi b. al-Sayyid Ibrahim al-Namiri of Jerusalem, Mutawalli
of his grand-father's waqf, charges that al-Sayyid Yfisuf b. al-Sayyid

Rashid b. Yusuf Ghanim had taken illegal possession of a building
in Mahallat al-Wad belonging to the waqf. The court rules in the
plaintiff's favor and orders the payment of a rent of thirteen French

lira annually and the return of the house to the waqf. The names of

al-Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman Naqa Afandi al-Khalidi and al-Sayyid
'Ata' Allah Rafit Afandi b. al-Sayyid Khalil Afandi al-Khalidi figure
as signatories to a tazkiyya for one of the shuhid.:
Verso: Blank.

No. 41: Paper; width 34 cms., length 46.5 cms.
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Recto: Nine lines of text in Ottoman divdni script, head
tugra.

A berat issued in Kostantiniye under the tugra of Ahmet III, dated

15 Muharrem 1121 (27 March 1709). Es-Seyyid Halil is appointed
to an unspecified position at the Tomb of David with a salary of
five paras daily to be paid from the income of the vakif of Hasseki
Sultan.

Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh; two kuyruklu imzas.
No. 42: Paper; width 55.5 cms., length 59.5 cms.

Recto: Some strips missing, and tears, along top; a split along
right center fold. In the center there is a text (1) of twenty-six lines

in Arabic nasta'liq, headed by a basmala and an obliterated 'unwan.
To the right of and perpendicular to the text there are three notes in

naskh. In the upper right margin there are facsimile copies of three
seals. In the middle right margin there are two texts; the first (2) consisting of twelve lines in nasta liq headed by basmala, with the scribe's
signature at bottom left; the second (3) consisting of twenty lines of

text in naskh, headed by basmala, with signatures at end. In the
left margin there are also two texts: the upper one (4) consists of
eight lines of text in nasta'liq headed with basmala, with signature

and facsimile of seal at end; the lower one (5) has twenty-seven
lines of text in nasta liq, headed by basmala, with the katib's signature

and facsimile seal at end. The central text (1), dated 10 Dhul-Hijja
1240 (26 July 1825), grants authorization (ijdza) to al-Sayyid Muhammad Afandi al-Khalidi, al-Na'ib al-Shar'i and Ra'is al-Kuttab
bi-Mahall al-Hukm in Jerusalem, to transmit (talqin) the hadith

qudsi: "La ilaha illa Allah kalimati wa-ana huwa fa-man qalaha
dakhala hisni wa-amina 'iqabi", as recorded in 'al-Bukhari with
variants elsewhere. In text (2) Muhammad Abu 1-Huda al-Sayyadi
al-Rifa'i al-Khalidi, Naqib al-Ashraf in Aleppo, authorizes Yasin
Afandi al-Khalidi b. al-Sayyid Muhammad Afandi al-Khalidi to transmit "La ilaha illa Allah hisni wa-man dakhala hisni amina min

adhabi". In text (3) 'Ali b. Badr al-Din Jama'a al-Kinani, Mudarris
and Khatib at al-Masjid al-Aqsa, grants his ijdza to al-Sayyid Mfisa
Afandi [al-Khalidi]; dated 16 Rabi' I 1328 (28 March 1910). In text (4)
Mahmud al-Hamrawi, Mufti Dimashq al-Sham, authorizes 'Abd alRahman Afandi to transmit: "Inni ana Allah, la ilaha illa ana man
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aqarra li bil-tawhid dakhala hisni amina min 'adhabi". In text

al-Hajj Yusuf al-Sadiq al-Imam al-Hasani Mufti al-Sadat al-Shafi'iyy
in Jerusalem gives ijaza to al-Sayyid 'Abd al-Mutallib Qasim Afand
al-Khalidi to transmit the hadith qudsi, "La ilaha illa Allah kalima

wa-ana huwa fa-man qalaha dakhala hisni wa amina 'iqabi". Dat
10 Dhu 1-Hijja 1314 (12 May 1897).
Verso: Notation of content in Arabic naskh.

No. 43: Paper: width 57.75 cms., length 82.5 cms.
This is a copy, in Arabic naskh, of document no. 42.

No. 44: Deed paper; width 41 cms., length 109.5 cms.
Recto: Fifty-seven lines of text in Arabic naskh with one clerica
notation at lower right.
A copy, dated 27 Jumada II 1330 (13 June 1912), of a court recor
dated 27 Rabi' I 1252 (11 July 1836), from the register of the Jerusal
Court. Yusuf Bak al-Qabbani, Mutawalli of the waqf' of his paterna
grandfather Yiisuf Bak, asks permission for exchange (istibddl)

delapidated properties belonging to the waqf in Bab al-'Amud f
cash in order to purchase property which will be beneficial to
waqf: A commission appointed by the court, including Mustafa
Khalidi, Mahmud al-Khalidi, and al-Hajj Rashid al-Khalidi, inspe
the property, verifies the Mutawalli's claim, and recommends
istihdil of 3000 Asadi ghurush. This amount is contested by th
Mutawalli but upheld by the court.

No. 45: Paper; width 81.5 cms., length 56.75 cms.
Recto: Slight tears along the right-hand horizontal folds.
The right-hand half of this document contains twenty-nine lines

printed Arabic text, with three lines of heading and an Ottom
flag in the upper right-hand corner, and twenty-nine signatures

the end; the name of the press al-Matba'at al-'Amira, bi-Dar
Khilafa, in the lower left corner.

A call to jihad bearing the signature of the Shaykh al-Islam a

twenty-eight other dignitaries, dated 4 Muharram 1333 (22 Novemb

1914). All Muslims are summoned to holy war against the Russians
British and French. The left-hand half of the document is divided

into five paragraphs, from two to five lines in length, each wit
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signature. There is a four-line heading, with an Ottoman flag
upper right; the name of the press appears at the bottom.

This side contains the fatwas issued by the Shaykh al-Isl
support of jihad.
Verso: Blank.

No. 46: Paper; width 42 cms., length 409.75 cms.
Recto: Three hundred fifty-two lines of text in Arabic naskh. Copy
of a Jerusalem Court record concerning a dispute between the Jerusalem Department of Education (Ma'arif) and the Mutawallis of the
al-Ghubusi(?) and the Muhammad Bak Hindiyya waqfs over a khan
and a coffee house which the administrators of the waqfs claim had
been illegally erected on waqf property. Musa Shafiq Afandi al-Khalidi
acts as a wakil to a party in the dispute. After complex proceedings
the court rules in favor of the plaintiffs and declares the structures
to be illegal.32 The document is not dated and several phrases have
been scratched out at the end. The court action was initiated on

9 Haziran 1325 (9 June 1907).
Verso: Blank.*

32 I am indebted to Mrs. Hoda Lotfy for help with this document.
* After this article went to press I learned of the discovery of the extensive Ba

family archives in Egypt. See F. De Jong, Turuq and Turuq-Linked Institutions

Nineteenth Century Egypt (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978), pp. 3-4.
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